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Su-MMARY

Measurements were msde of the flow around a 10-percent-thick, doubl
symmetrical, two-dimensional wedge at a Mach number of 1.30 and of a
14.2-percent-thick wedge at Mach numbers of 1.30 and 1.41 for various
singlesof attack up to 5°. Results were thus obtained in the tichity
of the theoretically interesting region between shock attachment and
the lower limit for completely supersonic flow over the surface of the
airfoil. Pressure and Mach number distributions, llft and drag coeffi-
cients, center of Hft, and pitching moment sre presented for the singles
of attack used. ~ means of the transonic similarity laws, the results
sre cmnpared tith each other, with small-disturbance theory, and with
shock-expansion theory wherever possible. The data show that pressure
distributions on wedges of different thiclmess and Mach number are simi-
lar at the same values of transonic similarity parameter and reduced
angle of attack for angles of attack as large as the thickness ratio;
that the lift-curve slope is approximately independent of the angle of
sttack for an angle-of-attack range from -2° to 2*; and that, for the
airfoils tested at Mach numbers greater thsq the attachment value, the
center-of-pressure locatidn is nesrl.yindependent of the angle of attack,
the variation being *3 percent chord for the amgles of attack used in
this investigation. For the airfoil tested at a Mach number slightly
less than the shock-attachmentvalue, the center-of-pressure location
was only roughly independent of the angle of attack, the variation of
this location being % percent chord.

INTRODUCTION

One of the trsn.sonicflow problems currently receiving attention .
is that of a double-wedge airfoil in slightly supersonic flow. Previous
experimental work has protided a detailed description of the flow char-
acteristics for nonlifting wedges. The available data for lifting wedges,
however, sre far less complete. Aside from the research of Vincenti,
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Dugan, and Phelps (ref. l), which wss unpublished at the start of the
present investigation, the only experimental data available sre two
papers (refs. 2 smd 3) concerning wedges at values of the transonic sim-
ilarity psrsmeter ~. which are much above the shock-attachmentvalue.

From a theoretical standpoint, an experimental study of a lifting
wedge is-of interest because of theoretical findings in references 4
and ~ which show an irregular behavior of the lift characteristics in
the neighborhood of shock attachment. Tn addition, the theoretical
findings sre ~ical of all small-disturbancetheories in that they can
presumabwbe expect4 to apply only for a range of angle of attack and
thickness ratio close to zero. So, in addition to providing information
about the flow around a wedge in areas where the theory msy not hold,
an exper~ental investigationmight also ~wer the questions regarding
the range of mgle.of attack =d tirfoil thic~ess ratio over which ths
theory would be applicable. .-

For this purpose, doubly symmetrical w~e-~rfoil models of
—

10-percent thickness at a Mach number of 1.30 snd 14.2-percent thickness
at Mach numbers of 1.30 and 1.41 sre invest~gated in this paper, since
for these models the values of the similarity parameter ~. lie close

to the interesting region near shock attachment. Also, by means of the
transonic-simikrity laws, as developed in references 6 to 9, which state
that the flow arotid airfoils of different thiclmess is similar at the__
same values of ~. and reduced angle of-attack &, the 14.2-percent-
thick wedge at a Mach number of 1.30 (.~o= 1.00] csn be co@ared with the
theoretical results of references 4 and 10 (EO = 1.058), and the

14.2-percent-thi.ckwedge at a Mach number of 1.41 (EO = 1.28) cmbe
compared w~th the 10-percent-thickwedge at.a Mach number of 1.30
(g. = 1.26).
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*
Subscripts:

o

Cp

free-stresm conditions

center of pressure

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

h figure 1, the values of thickness ratio, Mach number, and simi-
larity parsmeter used in the present investigation sxe cmpared with the
available theoretical and experimental.data (refs. 1 to ~, smd 10 to 14).
Figure l(a) pertains to nonlifting wedges (~= O) whereas figure l(b)
deals with Iiftingwedges.

~ figure l(a), all possible airfoil and Mach number combinations
included between ~. = O and the nearly horizontal line which inter-

sects t/c =0 at ~. = 1.191 ewe characterizedby a detached bow wave
followed by a region of mixed subsonic-supersonicflow. This is true
for all angles of attack. Airfoil and Mach number combinations above
the”line which intersects t/c =0 at ~o~l.% are ch=acterized by *.
an attached-bow-wave configuration followed by a completely supersonic
flow’field. This is true only for a variable rsnge of mgles of attack
about zero which depend on the free-stresm Mach number and the thickness v

ratio. h figure l(b), the location of the upper limit for a detached
shock wave and the lower limit for sonic velocity over the front wedge
are shown for a representative value of &. Between these two lines is
a region of mixed flow characteristics;end it is the region in the
vicinity of this narrow bsnd, especiaUy at zero angle of attack, that
is of interest in the present investigation.

APPARATUS AND PROCEWRE “

Wind Tbnnel

The tests of the airfoils were made at Mach numbers of 1.30 and
1.41 in a blowdown tunnel of the Langley gas dynsmics laboratoq. I&y
compressed air from a storage-tank field was passed through an automatic
pressure-regulating system, a 24-inch-dismeter settllng ch~berj and a
supersonic nozzle, and then exhausted to the atmosphere. The test sec-
tionwas 3 inches wide and4 inches high. The nozzle side walls were
extended pa~t the ends of the nozzle blocks,-and thereby the bottom and
top edges of the test section were open to the atmosphere and the sides
were bounded by glass windows. i’
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The free-stream Mach numbers given herein were obtained from pre-

vious nozzle calibrations which were perfozmd as csrefully as was prac-
% tical. The nozzle-wall static-pressurewas measured at a point in the

nozzle block 1/4 inch upstream of the end of the nozzle block by means
of an alcohol manometer. The total pressure in the settling chsmber was
measured by means of a mercury manometer. While the total pressure was
varied slowly past the design pressure, interfermnetric records of the
nozzle rim shock were taken. At the point where the interferogrsms
indicated that there was no density change across the rim shock, the
Mach number was calculated from the ratio of stagnation pressure to
atmospheric pressure under the assumption that the free-stresm pressure
was the same as atmospheric pressure. The uncertainty in determining
the free-stresm Mach number in this manner was estimated to be not more
than 0.01 for the Mach nunibersused in this investigation. The nozzle
was then operated at the nozzle-wall pressure measured at the ttie the
rim shock was of zero strength.

The Reynolds number for all tests was approximately 1.2 X 106 per
inch.

Models

The models were a 10-percent-thick
i a l-inch”chord and a lk.2-percent-thick

symmetrical double wedge tith
symmetrical double wedge with

a O.Y-inch chord end were constructed of a chrome-mol@denum steel of
good machinabili~ and stability? After manufacture, the semiwedge
angles were measured and found to be 5° 43’ (t/c = 10 percent) and
8° ~’ (t/c = 14.2 percent) with an accuracy of &’. The span of both
modeb was 2.9 inches; this left an end gap of O.@ inch between the
model and the tunnel windows. Both models were held in the airstream
by two struts attached to the resr half of the upper surface. A tiew
of the 10-percent-thickmodel mounted in the.angle-of-attack changer is
shown in figure 2.

Eight static-pressure orifices of 0.020-inch diameter were located
on the lower surface of the 10-percent-thick airfoil. Four were spaced
0.4 inch apsrt in a spsnwise direction begimning 0.2 inch from the cen-
ter line on the front surface at ~out 0.2 chord. The other four were
similarly placed on the rear surface at about 0.7 chord, with the excep-
tion that the first orifice was located on the center JJ_ne. All orifices
were connected by internal galleries to tubes soldered to the upper resr
half of the model. The 14-percent-thickmodel had two static-pressure
orifices in the lower surface, one located O.&j inch from the center line
on the front half of the model at about 0.3 chord and the other located
O.= inch away from the opposite side of the center tie on the rear half
of the model at about 0.7 chord. These orifices were connected to tubes
in a manner similar to that used with the 10-percent-thick ad.rfoil. .—
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Ilxterfercnneter

Observations were made with aMach-Zehnder interferometer that had f-
h-inch-square plates ahd haa been previously described (ref. 13). R
was used to take both interferogrsms and shadowgraphs. The light source
consisted of a 15,000-volt_esium spark of approximately 3 microseconds’
duration and amonochramator to isolate the lines at 5,1~0 angstroms.

Installed in the light beem which bypassed the test section at the
focal point of the csmera was a reference wire which was used to deter-
mine the true angle of attack in case.there was any deflection of the
model due to bending of the supporting struts. Two small pointers were
placed in the back of the csmera in such a manner as to throw a shadow
on the image of the test section, which could be used to give a check
on the scale of the enlargement during processing of the-interferogrsms.
Both the reference wire and the pointers are visible in the original
interferogrsms.

Ekpertiental Procedure —

Tests of the various combinations of thickness ratio mdMach number
were made in the following manner. After the amgle of attack was set,

.

several no-flow interferogrems md a picture showing the reference wire
in relation to a straightedge placed parallel to the center line of the P-
nozzle were recorded. The tunnel was started and allowed to come up to
operating conditions. The pressure regulator was adjusted until the
static pressure measured at an orifice located just upstresm of the end
of the nozzle reached a pressure determined in the original calibration
of the nozzle. This was necessery to minimize the disturbances from the
nozzle rim on the open sides of the Jet. No data were taken until the
flow over the model becsme steady. After recording several interferograms “
of the flow, the monochromator s~ts were opened and a white-light inter-
ferogrsm and a shadowgrsm of the flow were also taken.

Because the model was supported by two struts on the upper rear
stiface, orifices were present in only the Lower surface and tests at
both positive and negative angles of attack~ere necesssry to provide
data for the complete profile. (h this case, positive is taken in the
sense that an upward movement of the leading edge results when the ergle
of attack is changed in a positive direction,) The angular setting for
the no-flow condition was measured by a precision level applied to a
flat surface on the model holder.

Data were taken at 13 angles of attack from 5° to -5° for go = 1.28
end 1.26 and at 11 angles of attack from 4°__to~“ for ~. = 1.00. me

-le-of -attack r-e for ~. = 1.00 was restricted because of the
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h intersection of the Jet boundsry by the sonic line between 4° ad 5°.

10 incrementsThe angulsr settings were made in ~
‘w

The interferogrsms

Redtictionof Data

were analyzed to obtain

near zero angle of attack.

density contours in the
flow fields by the-methd of superposing with-flow and no-flow interfer-
Ogrsms. The&ethod has heenprevious~-described (refs. 12, 14, and 15).
Pressure and Mach number distributions along the surface of the model were
also obtained from the interferograns by mealmring the fringe positions
along the surface. The fringe positions were then related to the density
by the use of a reference density which was obtained frcxnthe measure-
ment of the static pressure at an orifice in the model surface at shout
0.2c near the center line of the tunnel. The estimated uncertainty in
the reference demity is tO.5 percent. From the density distributions,
the pressures were obtained and were converted to pressure coefficients.
In order to compute the distribution of ~ frm the pressure, the free-

stresm static pressure was assumed to be the same as the measured value
of atmospheric pressure.

h
In the calculation of the densities fra the fringe shifts as obtained

in this mszmer, two corrections were applied. One correction was made to

d account for the effect of the side-wall bound- l~er on the optical path
through the tunnel. “Staticpressures were measured at two chordtise posi-
tions near the jet center line. Fram the pressures, the densities were
calculated by taking into account the change in”reserwir conditions
through the how shock andby making the assumption that the surface stream-
line of the airfoil passed through a normal shock for all detached shock-
wave singlesof attack. (At negative angles, the lip shock was proved to
be quite weakby a total-pressure survey and for that reason the chsmge
in total pressure across it was ignored.) From the observed fringe shift
between these two locations end from the calculated densities, the effec- –
tive width of the test section was calculated. The rest of the flow field
behind the bow wave was then evaluated by making the assumption that the
effective width was constant over the whole field. The other correction
was made to account for slight changes in the “undisturbed” fringe spacing
caused by vibration of the interfercxneterduring a run. The correction
was acccmplishd ~y making the spacing and direction of the fringes on
the enlargement of the no-flow interferogram coincide with the spacing

.-

and direction of the fringes in the regions of uniform flow on the with-
flow interferogrsm.

Because the flow in the boundary lqyer is nonisentropic, the density
at the surface cannot be converted to pressure on portions of the model.
surface where the airfoil bound’brylayer is thick enough to be visible.
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Where the boundary layer is visible, the fringes bend sharply because *

of the high density gradient. Theprocedure in these cases was to extrapo-
late the fringes thro~ the boundsry,lqyetito the surface to obtain c
what would have been the fringe positions if there hsd been no entropy
gradient-.

—.“

In the evaluation of the interferogrsms, it was necesssry to assume
that the model possessed two-dimensional flow over all its span. Actu-
ally, this was not entirely the case, as was evidenced on the interfer-

.

ograms by the bending of the free-stream fringes $ust ahesd of the bow
wave. This bending indicates a shsrp rise in free-stresm density as the ‘-
bow wave is approached. Obviously, this is a spurious effect that is
restricted to the neighborhood of the side walls and is due to the action

---

of the pressure increase across the shock wave on the boundary lsyer on
——

the side walls. Another three-dimensional effect of this boundary-lsyer—.
shock-wave interaction occurs on models with supersonic flow behind the
bow shock-and is usually undetected by optical methods. A disturbance
which originates at the shock-wave-boundary-layer intmsection is prop-
agated obliquely across the model in a spanwise direction.

Although the method of evaluation requires two-dimensional flow
throughout the flow field under consideration, it wss possible to inve6_-
tigate the magnitude of the end effects on~ at the model surface, and .
for this purpose the 10-percent-thickwedge had eight orifices installed
on its lower front surface. Subsequently, when it was desired to observe
the end effects on the rear surface, four of these orifices were moved ‘ ~~
to the back. ~is investigation,of end effects was done preparatory t6
obtaining the data reported herein.

An exhaustive examination of the effect’sof end gap on the spanwise
pressure distribution of a lifting wedge wti”not considered to be tithin
the scope of the present investigation. The brief study that was con-
ducted, however, gave scme interesting resu~ts that sre as follows: me
10-perc=t-thick wedge at a Mach number of 1.3 and at an angle of attack
such that a detached bow wave was produced w@s found to have the sharpest
appearing bow wave (at the nose) with an end gap of 0.05 inch: At sm
angle of-attack of-approximately4°, it was found that even though sm
end gap was used that made the bow wave appem shd, the spanwise pres- .
sure distribution for the lower surface w-”-not two-dimensional as was
expected. VWing the end gap fram O to 0.09 inch caused only a minor
variation in the spanwise pressure distribution on this surface. (See
fig. 3.) It was found that the use of a side-wal,lboundary-lqyer scoo_f-
did make the pressure distributions over the wedge two-dimensional and
this fact is shown in figure 3 for the 10-percent-thickwedge at an angle
of attack of approx.$mately2°. Because of the fact that a side-wall
boundsry-lsyer scow would require extensive modification of the test ““
equipment, i.twas not used in obtaining any of the data reported in tbls

&

paper. The upper-surface end effects were found to be much reduced by
@
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- the use of an end gap (see fig. 3, a = -k”)j the improvement being
enough to warrant the use of an end gap at all angles of attack.

v Further argument in favor of the use of an end gap is due to the
interaction of the previously discussed tip disturbances. At a Mach
number of 1.30, the flow over the front of the 10-percent-thickwedge
at an angle of attack of approximately zero is slightly supersonic.
Under these conditions, the disturbances from the tips of the airfoil
are strong enough to interact with each other at the center of the span ,
to form a Mach reflection type of shock wave. The center portion of
this configuration is visible on the interferograms as a normal shock
in the flow behind the attached oblique bow wave (fig. k(a)), and it is
distinguishable from a regular normal shock in that there is not suffi-
cient fringe shift across it for it to have much spanwise extent. The
density jump was not strong enough to be observed in a shadowgrsm
(fig. J(b)). Apparently, the use of end gap weakened the tip disturba-
nces since in the titerferogrsms, a similar interaction was observed
to be much weaker. (For msmple, see fig. 5(a).)

Four of the intermediate orifices on the front surface were then
closed and new ones drilled on the rear. For = end gap of O.@ inch,
it was found that the end effects on the rear surface were practically

. zero for all the angles of att~k used.

~means of the reference tire, the deflection of the model caused
w’ by the elastic deformation of the supporting struts was measured on the

interferogrsm and all angles of attack were corrected to the tmle angle.
The uncertainty in these measumnents is estimat~ to be not more than
O.1O. For the 10-percent-thi.ckwedge at M = 1.3 where the angle of
attack could be checked by means of the pressures measured at the ori-
fices on the front surface for a small range of angles of attack about
zero, the inaccuracy was determined to be ti.03°.

RESULTS MD DISCUSSION

Flow Fields

The interferogrsms of the flow about a 10-percent-thickdouble
wedge at a Mach number of 1.30 (EO = 1.26) for thirteen angles of attack

from 5.O& to -5.50° are presented in figure 5, together with contours
of constant density ratio. The sonic line is sketched in its approximate
location and is represented by a dashed line on the figures. An inter-
ferogrem of the flow taken tith white-light is shown in figure 6 for
comparison with figure 5(a) taken with monochromatic light under other-

. wise identical circumstances. The series of interferogrsms in figure 5,
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●

shows the phenomena that take place as the “Qmgleof attack of the wedge
is changed from zero for the case when the free.stresm Mach number is
greater than the value required for completdy su ersonic flow over the

:
L

surface of the wedge at zero angle of attack ~. _
(

1.18).

The most prominent features of these phenomena me as follows. At
some positive value of a, the flow behind the shock wave on the lower
front surface becomes subsonic while the top remains supersonic. At a
slightly larger angle, the shock wave becomes detached from the leading
edge. When detachment occurs (fig. 5(c)), the central streamline in the
subsonic region of the flow behind the bow wave becomes curved and
approaches the leading edge from below, the flow decreasing in velocity
until the stagnation point is reached. At this point the flow branches
and put continues reszwsrd with increasing velocity toward the shoulder
where it reaches sonic speed. The other part flows up smd forward, the
velocity increasing until it reaches the sonic value at or near the
leading edge (fig. 5(S)). !I!bebehavior of the flow in the immediate
vicinity of the leading edge when the previously mentioned sonic lines
appear will not be described beyond making the statment that, whatever
occurs, it is generally agreed that on reaching the upper surface, the
flow sep~ates and immediately thereafter becomes reattached.

—

The flow, in beccming attached to the upper surface of the leading
.

edge, is caused to turn and flow along the upper s~face %y a shock wave
which is propagated outward. As was mentioned previously, this shock ?
wave was weak for the Mach number and angles us~ herein. The total-
pressure loss of the flow that traverses the shock wave at the model
could not be detec-tedby any total-pressuremeasurements. Incclmingcom-
pressions, which are reflections from the outgoing sonic line of super-
sonic expansions from the leading edge, strike the solid surface behind
the shock wave and sre reflected as campressi.ens,effecting a drop in

—

Mach number along the surface end ccmibini~.with the outgoing shock wave
so that it curves forward.

...

It can be demonstrated that the sonic line that occurs at the shoul-
der of the wedge should leave the shoulder normal to the forw=d surface
of the profile. fispection of the interferogrsms of figures 5(b) to 5(f)
shows that in actuality this phenomenon does not occur and that the angle
between the tangent to the sonic line at the wedge surface and the front
surface is noticeably different from 90°. It is possible that this devi-
ation is due to lack of resolution; however, it is more likely due to
curvature of the effective profile inasmuch as a boundary lsyer would
have the effect of rounding off the surface-at the corner.

When the stresm Mach number is less than the minimum needed for
completely supersonic flow over the wedge mirface go < 1.18, M =

(
1.3), .4

the sequence of events that occurs as the angle of attack is varied

#
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. from 0° is slightly different. Since the region behind the shock wave
is subsonic at zero sngle of attack, a small increase in a results in
the flow expamding”around the lesd.ingedge in a manner similsr to the

k foregoing case of ~. = 1.26 with the angle of attack great enough for

detachment. la the begimning, however, the supersonic region that devel-
ops at the leading edge is completely surrounded by subsonic flow and,

.

as a consequence, the supersonic flow must b.eterminated by a normal
shock wave. Although it might seem, at least at small angles of attack,
that this normal shock would tend to dominate the flow pattern and cause
a lsrge change in the pressure distribution as ccmrpsredwith the case
of the wedge at a slightly higher Mach number, the fact that such is
not the case willbe shown. It might seem that, as the singleof attack
was further incre~ed and the dimensions of the imbadded supersonic
region increased, the flow would eventually appear similer to the flow
for ~. = 1.26 at a large angle of attack. This is shown to be true

by tlieinterferogrsms in figure 7.

The interferogrsms of the flow about a 14.2-percent-thick double-
wedge airfoil at a Mach number of 1.30 (EO = 1.00) are presented in

figure 7 for eleven angles of attack from 4.25° to -4.800. No density
contours are plotted in the figures. The chsnges in the flow phenomena
do not appear to be as severe as might be hagined. The imbedded super-
sonic regions at the leading edge we microscopic. For values of ~.
near the attachment value and small =gles of attack, the effects of-.T

v this supersonic region on the surface pressure distributions can safely
be ignored - as was done in the theoretical analyses of the problem in
references 4 emd 5.

bterferogrsms of the flow about a 14.2-percent-thickdouble-wedge
airfoil at a Mach number of 1.41 (g. = 1.28) are presented in figure 8
for cmpsrison with the interferogrems in figure 5 (!lo= 1.26). ‘I’he

phenomena exhibited in both figures sre similar.

Surface Pressure and Mach NuniberDistributions

Surface pressure and Mach number distributions sre presented in
figures 9 and 10, respectively, for the lower front and rear surfaces
of the airfoils at positive end negative sngles of attack. Between
values of x/c of approximately 0.42 and 0.55, the data points of some
of the curves lie so close together as to overlap. These points have
been mnitted from the figures so that the curves canbe more essily
followed. As a check on the reproducibility of the results, three or
more interferogrsms were evaluatd for each angle of attack of the wedge
at E. = 1.26. Only negligibly Small variations in the pressure distri-

butions measured on a given wedge at the same angle of attack were found;
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these small variations showed that the results were reproducible and
contained no randan errors.

A check on the applicability of small-disturbancetheory lies in
the use of the transonic similarity laws to.campsre the characteristics
of different wedges at different Mach “numberswith each other and with
the theoretical results (refs. 4, 5, and 10). Since the similarity
rules are based on the equations of small-disturbancetheory, they sre
therefore of the same order of approximation and any correlation of the
results of experiments by means of the similarity rules would also infer
the validity of the basic equations. The present data are presented in
the form prescribed by the similarity laws for comparison with each
other and with other available data, except where deviations from the
rule seem prudent. The reasons for such d~ations will be discussed
whenever they occur.

Chordwise pressure distributionswritten in generalized form are
compared in figure 11 for nearly identical values of 6? for some of the
interferogrsms of figure 5 (EO = 1.26) ml figure 8 (g. = 1.28). Reason-
able agreenent, particularly for these thick airfoils, is seen to exist
between the pressure distributions for conditions where the similarity
theory predicts that the pressure distributions should agree.

In figure I-2a comparison of the theoretical pressure distributions
due to small-disturbancetheory for a lifting wedge as obtained from
references 4 and 10 (g. = 1.058) is made with the present data (f. = 1.00

Although this comparison is not an exact application of the similarity
laws, that it is a reasonable one is based on the following argument.
The value of ~. given by the small-disturbancetheory for the shock-

attachnent condition is 1.191. However, the precise value of go for

shock attaclmnentfor a lk.2-percent-thickwedge at a Mach number of 1.31
is 1.133. Since the theoretical results for 50 = 1.058 ae for ttin
airfoils, it was thought that for a thick airfoil a more nearly correct
value of Ljo for comparison with the small-disturbancetheory might be

proportionately smaller than 1.058 by the ratio of 1.135:1.191, or
Eo = 1.01. In the present results shown in figure I-2,the data points
have been mitted for the sske of clarity.

The agreement between the pressure distributions of experiment and.
theory shown in figure 12 is poor. The greatest disagreement occurs on
the lower front surface at zero singleof attack, but there is consider-
able improvement as the angle is increased. At angles of attack near
zero, the experimentalpressures on the lower froritsurface for both
positive and negative emgles of attack are hig$er thsm theory predicts.
Part of this difference ca”be attributed to the displacement effect
of the boundary lsjer as has been discussd. in references 1 and I-2.

At:

,
.—
—

.

9“

)*

-t-

@
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b

au angle of attack of 2.05°, the theo~ predicts accurately the measured
pressure distribution over the front surface, the measured pressures

Q on the upper surface remaining high as compsred with theory. At 4.2~0>
however, the theoretical pressures becmne larger than the measured values.
At -2.500, for the region of the airfoil surface tiediately behind the
leading edge, it appears that the theory does not take adequate account
of the supersonic expsnsion wound the leading edge; at -4.800, the
reverse is true, and the theory appesrs to indicate that there should
be more compressions incident on the surface than are actually measured.
Actually, the theory neglects this expansion cmnpletely and what is shown
in figure 12 is the magnitude of the error caused by this omission.

Over the rear portion of the front surface (discounting the corner
effect which is in evidence at all angles of attack), the theoretical
solution is again at variance with the experimental data, the discrep-
ancy being reversed in sign between -2.50° and -4.80°. ~iS dhc??epancy
is due to the requirement of the theory that the flow go to sonic velocity
at the shoulder at all angles of attack. Actually, the flow does not go
to sonic velocity at lsrge negative ~les since, because of the super-
sonic expansion at the leading edge, the Mach number on the front surface
is well above 1.0.

.
Over the rem half of the model the messured pressures were higher

than the theoretical pressures, with the possible exception of the
* -h.80° angle of attack; this indicates that the boundary lsyer over the

rear surface has a tendency to decrease the amount of turning of the
flow at the corner as compsxed with the actual surface angle available
for an expansion. The overall range of variation is quite small, how-
ever, when ,comparedwith the poor agreement of the pressures on the
front wedge with theory. Viscous effects also appear on the rear sur-
face but these, like the corner effect, are quite consistent and their
net effect on the lift is believed to be of minor importance at small
a@les of attack.

Figure 12 show that the flow tiolates an assmnption used in
extenting the small-disturbance theory to the rsnge of angles of attack
shown in figure 12; this assumption is that the value of d~/da iS

constent at the value computed for a+O. From a theoretical stsmdpoint,
as has been shown in reference 16, difficulty such as this may be antici-
pated whenever the airfoil is at a Mach number such that local regions
of nesr sonic velocity occur on its surf~e. LOcal regions of near sonic
flow on an airfoil sxe very sensitive to small disturbances; this sensi-
tivity gives rise to nonEnear pressure variations.

-.

....

In order that these data might be compared with some of the wealth
of experimental smd theoretical data available concerning double-wedge
airfoils under conditions of zero lift, the pressure distributions for
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Eicl= 1.00 were interpolated to zero angle of attack and plotted in gen- ●

eralized form in figure 13, along with data obtained from references 1,
10, end 12. In general, there seems to be better agreement between the
present data and other experimental data than between the present data

R

and the small-disturbancetheory of reference 10. This disegyeement
with theory is probably due to boundery-l~er effects, as has a~esdy

—.-

been suggested. The effects of the boundsrj-layer rounding off the
shoulder and the pressure rise at the trailing edge due to the proximity
of the terminal shock are readily apparent. However, the effect of the
terminal shock on the pressure distribution is variable and seems to be
influenced-by the Reynolds nuniber.

—
This fact is borne out by figure 13.. _ .

where the shock-wave—boundary-lsyer effect at the trailing edge is less
for the present data (R = &0,000] than for the data of reference 1
(R = 540,000).

Hft, Drag, and Pitching Moment

Lift and drag coefficients were obtained by integration of the pres-
sure distributions, and the results are plotted against angle of attack
in figure 14. These plots indicate tlxxtthe Hft coefficient, tith the
exception of minor deviations, is a roughly Qnesr function of angle of
attack for the range from -2° to 2°. The ratio of lift to drag is plotted . .
against angle of attack in figure 17.

In reference 8, it is shown theoretically that for the sngle-of- V;
attack rsnge in which the lift coefficient varies linearly with angle of
attack, the drag due to lift should be proportional to the squsre of the
lift coefficient. The square of the lift coefficient is plotted against
drag due to lift in figure 16 and these curves show good agreement with
the theory of reference 8 with the exception of the data for the wedge at
Eo = 1.00 which shows substantial divergence fram a linear vsriation.

However, after consideration of the data and-discussion of figure 12,
this divergence is not surprising.

The generalized lift-curve slope ~Z/a for small angles of attack_
is plotted as a function of transonic similarity parameter ~. in fig-

ure 17 and compsrd with the results of small-disturbancetheory (refs. 4.,
5, and 17), the results of shock-expansion theory for the case of cmu-
pletely supersonic flow over the surface of a relatively thick wedge

(~o~l.1~), andtheaer~entalr esultso freferencel. ~emost con-
spicuous feature of figure 17 is as follows: For Values of ~. larger
than 1.186, there is good agreement between the present data, previous
experimental results,”end shock-expansion theory. None of these results
appear to agree very well with small-disturbficetheory, however, and

-.

this is believed to be due to the failure of the similarity rules to d.

correlate satisfactorilyboth thick and thin airfoils at values of go

#
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*
new shock attachment. BY referring to figure 1, where the detached-
shock condition has been plotted for different values of ~. and ~,

u and by using the detachment condition as a criterion for similarity of
flow, it can be seen that thick airfoiLs sre better ccunpsredwith each
other by means of similarity laws than with airfoils of vanishingly
small thictiess ratios, at least for values of E.. in the neighborho~ -

of shock detachment. Provided the ssme siijustmentis made in the val-
ues of go for small-disturbance theory as was msde for the data of

figure 12, it can then be said that fair sgreement exists between theory
and experiment at ~. = 1.26 and 1.28. In contrast with this is the pear

sgreaent between theory and ~eriment at go = 1.00 where the present
results sre beLow both the other experimental data and the small-
disturbance theory.

The curves obtained by small-disturbance theory in figure 17 show
two msxhnums in the lift-curve slope. The higher one occurs in the region

(
of shock detachment go = 1.191) and the other occurs in the region of

sonic velocity on the front wedge (g. = 1.26). me question has arisen
as to whether these maximums or less severe variations actually occur
because of viscous effects or for other reasons. The data from refer-

. ence 1 indicate that there is a possibility that the variations are not
as severe and that the magnitude of the rise is much less than indicated
by theory. However, the present data as plotted in figure 17 show that,

w for values of ~. ss low as 1.26, both the thick-airfoil theory and the
adjusted small-disturbance theo~ predict the lift-curve slope reason~ly
well.

.

In addition to these results for zero angle of attack, figure 17
also shows the lift-curve slope at sm angle of attack of 4.5° for the
present data. These data sre below those shown for zero angle of attack
because the curve of Cz against a is nonlinesr at the higher sngles
of attack.

Another interesting quantity is the location of the center of pres-
sure at small angles of attack. This quantity was obtsincdby plotting
the location of the center of pressure for the lower surface agslnst
angle of attack ad determining its positions as a~O. The center-of-
pressure location for the lower surface was a much steadier quantity
than the location of the center of pressure for the ccmplete profile.
Figure 18 presents the variation of both of these quantities with angle
of attack. If the chordtise lift-distributionvariation with angle of —
attack is llnear, so are the lift coefficient and the moment. The center
of pressure of the complete profile is thus independent of angle of
attack. Theoretically, when the flow over the front wedge is just sonic

-.

. (and ajO), the lift contributed by the rear wedge is zero (ref. 4)
and therefore the center of press”we is at the quarter-chord point.
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Actually, because of the interaction of the trai~ng-edge shock with the
boundq lsyer and because of the rounding off of the shoulder by the
boundary layer, t~e position might be farthe_rback. For the range of
Reynolds numbers used, the true position appears to be in the neighborhood
of 0.3c and appears to be nesrly independent.of.angle of attack. The
variation of this”position is not more than *3 percent chord for ~. = 1.28
and 1.26, and *6 percent chord for go = 1.UO.

The location of the center of pressure for small angles of attack
is plotted as a function of the transonic similarity ps.remeter ~. in

figure 19 and compsred with the theoretical results of references 4, 5,
and 17, end with the experimental results of reference 1. If the ssme
adjustment is made in values of go for small-disturbancetheory as was

done for figure U?, it could be said that much better agreanent exists
between these data at Eo = 1.26 and 1.28 snd small-disturbancetheory
than between these data and the results of reference 1. At ~. = 1.00
the present results sre above both the other experimental data and the
results indicated by the smalldisturbance theory.

A plot of the variation of the moment coefficient about the quart6r-
chord point with angle of attack is presented in figure 20 for both
airfoils.

—

—

.

CONCHJDING REMARKS *

The flow fields sround two-dimensi.mal sjnmnetricaldouble-wedge -
airfoils of 10- and 14.2-percent thiclmess hgve been observed at angles
of attack up to”5° with an interferometer for Mach numbers of 1.30 and
1.41. Pressure distributions for the wedges-tested at Mach numbers above
the detachment Mach number showed good correlation,within the fremework
of the similarity laws, with each other and with experimental data for
the rsnge of angleK of attack used in this investigation. Poor corre-
lation was found between these data and small-disturbancetheo~ for these
same Mach numbers. It was found that the difference between the results
for small-disturbancetheory and airfoils of--substantialthicbess is due
principally to the variation ”of-thetransonic similarity-psrsmeter go

with thickness ratio for similsr airflows. By a slight adjustment of ~o,

these differences c-anbe substantially reduc%d. Comparisons were also ‘“
made of the Mft-curve slope and position of center of pressure, for small
angles of attack, with the
expansion theory for thick
theory. These comparisons

data of other investigations,with shock- -
airfoils, and with the adjusted small-disturbance
showed se,tisfactozyagreement.

.

.
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a (hnparisons msde between the pressure distributions of this experi-
ment at Mach numbers below the detaclxnentMach number and other theoret-
ical and experimental investigations were not so satisfactory. b gen- _

k eral, the agreement between these data and other experimental data is
better thsn between these data and small-disturbance theory. These dif-
ferences were reflected in the poor agreement exhibited by the section
lift-curve slopes and the center-of-pressurepositions.

It was found that the lift coefficient is proportional to the angle
of attack for a range of sngles of attack frmn -2° to 2° for all combi-
nations of airfoil and Mach number. The center-of-pressureposition was
found to be nesrly independent of angle of attack for two of the canbi-

(nations tested ~. = 1.28 and 1.26), not wry-ing more than *3 percent

chord from its position at small angles of attack. For the third ccxnbi-
nation (E. = 1.00

))
the center-of-pressureposition was found to be only

roughly independent of the angle of attack, the.variation being i% per-
cent chord.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,

Iangley Field, Va., Deceniber“9, 1955.
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Figure 3.- KFypical
line) at x/c =
~ps and an~es

.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Span wise position, in,

spanwise pressure distributions (measured from center
0.20 for t/c = 0.10 at M = 1.30 for various end
of attack.
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Figure 4.- Interfero~m and s~dowgrw of flow abut ~o-~rcent-thi$
double wedge at M = 1.30 for shock wave

“causedby interference,

tip distmbances.
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(f) a= ~.mo.

Figure 5.- Conttiued.
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L-91727
Figure 6.- ~ical white-light interferogr- of flow past 10-percent-

thick double wedge at M= 1.30 (50 = 1.26).



Figure 7.- Interferogramd
M

(a) ct=0.40°. L-91728

of flow past 14.2-percent-thickdouble wedge at
= 1.30 (Eo = 1.00).
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(b) cc= 0.95°. L-91729

Figure 7.- Continued.
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(d) a = 3.15°. L-91731

Figure 7.- Continued.
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(e) u = 4.25°. L-91752

Figure 7.- Continued.
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(f) CL= -0.20°. L-91733

Figure 7.- Continued.
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Figure 7.- continued.
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(h) a = -1.30°.

Figure 7.- Continued.
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(i) a = -2.500. L-91736

Figure ?.- cont~ueda
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(J) a = -3.65°. L-91737

Figure 7.- Continued.
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(a) a = 0.18°. L-91739

of flow past 14.2-percent-thick double wedge at
= 1.41 (Eo = 1.28).
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(b) a = 0.7(P. L“91740
Figure 8.- Continued.
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(f) a= ~.06°.
L-91744

Figure 8.- Continued.
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(j) al= -2.550.
L-91748

Figure 8.- Continued.
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(k) CL= -3.65°. L-91749

Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Concluded.
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